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Gillian Rose identifies semiology as the study of signs. Semiology is the 

understanding of the underlying implications the signs that penetrate our society create. 

Inequality within capitalist society is promoted by these signs, as they exclusively reflect 

the reality of the ruling class and glorify unequal social ideology.  This system of social 

ideals is a reflection of our deep rooted need to categorize ourselves and find a place in 

society. The theory behind semiology suggests that we are fed fabricated 

understandings of class by imagery such as ads. In Decoding Advertisements by Judith 

Williamson, she explains how class is now defined by what consumers buy, not what 

they make as workers. “‘In our society, while the real distinctions between people are 

created by their role in the process of production, as workers, it is the products of their 

own work that are used, in the false categories invoked by advertising, to obscure the 

real structure of society by replacing class with the distinctions made by the 

consumption of particular goods’” (Williamson, 1978: 13). Williamson is arguing that 

Visual culture such as ads have skewed our understanding of social position as they 

enforce a set of imaginary ideals where we define class by what we buy.  People’s 

baseline motivation when trying to rise in class has shifted from wanting to do 

something, to now wanting to buy something. In order to be successful they feel that 

they too, must have the glorified lifestyle of the wealthy that penetrates our ads. 



Rose goes on to discuss a common criticism of semiology, which is that there is 

no clear, practical application for it other than the development of its potential societal 

implications. Ferdinand de Saussure formulated the idea that signs are the basic unit of 

language. He identifies the signified and the signifier. Essentially the signified is an 

object or concept that exists in our world and the signifier is a widely accepted linguistic 

agreement we use as a stand in for this object, even if there isn’t necessarily a 

relationship between the two. This idea translates into areas such as photography within 

ads, as we associate certain symbolism with the subjects that occupy our 

advertisements. The objects we see constantly through ads have motives and create a 

narrative within our minds. In his book Advertising as Communication, Author Gilligan 

Dyer identifies images we often symbolize throughout everyday life. These signs ranged 

from age, to race, to expression props and setting. 

Signs can be denotative or connotive, denotative signs relay one idea through a 

series of implied meanings. On the other hand connotive signs have a wider range of 

deeper meanings. Within the category of connotive signs there are metonymic signs, 

which associate with something else which then in turn represents something else. 

There are also synecdochal signs, these include imagery where a part of something 

stands for a whole, or a the entirety of something is shown for purposes of displaying 

aspect of it.  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 


